
   2C Term 3 Report 
This term in 2C has been one of hard work, with a focus on improving Literacy and 
Numeracy for all students. The students have been very flexible and have demonstrated 
their growing maturity in the way they handled the teacher changes this term. They have 
adapted well and have maintained a high work standard. 

We hosted the Father�’s Day Breakfast Assembly successfully and proved that Year 2 
students are capable of being both responsible and entertaining. 

The students have enjoyed learning about the history of toys and the principles behind 
movement and energy in their design.  

2C are successfully incorporating Smartkiddies, (an educational maths and now, 
literacy) website. They are enjoying the range of activities available and the 
independence and self-direction it gives them over their learning. Many students are 
engaged as they are able to use computers and the internet, which will become a more 
prominent aspect of their learning as they progress through the school years. 
Confidence at using technology  will benefit them throughout their lives. 

Below are some comments made by the students regarding their opinion of  being a 
student in 2C. 

“My favourite things about 2C are all the games and maths. I 
like  

handwriting too. It is fun! “ ANGUS 

�“I like spelling. It is a good thing to do. We have fun doing art and craft. The best thing to do is maths. 
It is fun being in 2C.�”  INDIA 

“My favourite things at school are art, experiments and free play.” DANIEL 

�“The BEST thing about being in this class is doing maths with Mrs Collins and Mrs 
Walsh.�” CALEB 

�“I really like doing sort of everything, especially computers.�” BRANDON 

“On the assembly, when we did our item, it was the best day I 
have ever had!” BELLA 

�“I like how everyone respects each other with care.�” SPENCER 

�“I like reading groups because we do activities.�” CANDICE 

“I like computer time. “ JOSHUA           

�“Mrs Collins and Mrs Walsh are the best teachers in our school.�” TYRAN 


